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LITERATURE SUPPLEMENT File with:  160.46-OM3.1 (1191)  

Form Number:  160.46-OM3.1 (LS01) 1104

Supersedes: 160.46-OM3.1 (SB9 & SB11)

Subject:  Liquid Cooled Starter Nuisance 1/2 Phase trips

BACKGROUND

The style ‘A’ solid-state starter logic board has been revised many times over the years to add new features. In 
1991 the board was revised to a ‘D’ level and the 1/2 phase detection circuitry was added. The circuit works 
well at detection 1/2 phase, but a few site specifi c conditions can cause the circuit to falsely detect a 1/2 phase.

DETAILS

Please locate your copy of SB9 and SB11, and then replace it with this bulletin!

When troubleshooting a half-phase trip, it is fi rst necessary to determine if the situation is a real event caused by a 
starter malfunction, or a false trip caused by electrical abnormalities.  We have been seeing an increasing number 
of false trips lately, so we suggest you rule-out the typical false trip conditions fi rst.  The three known causes of 
false trips are:

1) High Line Voltage, greater than 500VAC on a 460VAC nominal system, for example. More than 10% above 
nominal.

2) Large Variable Speed Drives on same power distribution, or many smaller drives in combination. Most VSD’s 
create voltage distortion, which distorts our chillers motor’s waveform.

3) Signifi cant Current Imbalance, greater than 15% from highest leg to the lowest leg.  Look at the Control Panel’s 
display just prior to tripping.  Note: the highest and lowest values, subtract to get the difference, and divide this 
number by the value of the lowest leg.  If the answer is .15 or more, current imbalance is likely the cause.  A 
1.5% voltage imbalance will create a 15% or greater current imbalance.  The exact amount of current imbal-
ance varies with motor load (%FLA), and increases as the motor unloads.

If tripping is caused by one of these conditions, it would be best to correct the problem at the source, i.e. change 
transformer taps to lower voltage, put fi lters on VSD’s, or balance out single phase loads to bring voltage balance 
to within 1%.  If this is not possible, you may have no choice but to eliminate the 1/2 phase circuit.  On older 
rev. ‘D’ through rev. ‘F’ boards, you will need to solder a wire jumper as shown on Fig. 1.  On (Rev G) and 
newer starter logic boards, there is a jumper wire, JP1, located approximately 1.5 inch below the large 
black heatsink in the upper right corner.  Cut this jumper to disable the 1/2 phase circuit. 

If none of the three above conditions exist, you likely have a real problem in the LCSSS, and should troubleshoot 
the starter.  The 1/2 phase indicator is intended to signify that one of the six SCR’s is not fi ring.  Most common 
problem areas are the trigger board, connections from the 3-wye to the trigger, and connections from the trigger to 
the SCR’s. 
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FIG. 1 - SOLID STATE STARTER (STYLE A) LOGICBOARD
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Subject:  Changes in Coolant Procedures and Maintenance for Style "None" and Style "A"
Liquid Cooled Solid State Starter (LCSSS)

LITERATURE SUPPLEMENT

Form No.:  160.46-OM3.1  (LS13)

File with:  160.46-OM3.1

501

General
The following coolant guidelines must be observed when servicing or performing maintenance on Style “None”
and Style “A” liquid cooled solid state starters.

Increase Coolant Change Intervals:
To insure the longevity of the LCSSS closed loop cooling system, the coolant must be changed every year. A
coolant failure can result in a very expensive repair.

Do Not Reuse Coolant:
In the event the coolant must be removed to facilitate a repair to the LCSSS, all of the coolant must be drained,
discarded, and new coolant installed. There have been a few instances where drained coolant became
contaminated in the storage container. The contaminated coolant later failed in the LCSSS.
NEVER REUSE COOLANT!

Clear Coolant:
We have tested many samples of clear coolant, and have found that properties of the coolant are within the
required limits. There is no need to change coolant just because it has become clear. However, if the coolant in the
LCSSS is more than one year old, then it must be changed.

In a few cases the coolant has become cloudy white, dark yellow, or brown in color. In these cases the coolant
must be drained and discarded. The system must be filled with new coolant, and the coolant circulated through the
cooling system for 30 minutes. This coolant also must be drained and discarded. Then new coolant must be used
to fill the cooling system. Recheck the cooling system in two weeks to ensure that the coolant has not changed
color.
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General
The Liquid Cooled Solid State Starter (LCSSS) contains a trigger board (031-00925-00X) that determines when
to turn on the output SCR’s based on the wave shape of the input voltage. While the chiller is running from utility
power the wave shape of the input voltage is normally very smooth and regulated. Only under conditions such as
storms, is utility power not smooth and regulated. Since the voltage wave shape is normally smooth, the input
voltage filter in the LCSSS is such that any voltage spikes are not seen by the LCSSS gate driver circuit. This
prevents the LCSSS from misgating and damaging the SCR’s.

However, the wave shape of the input voltage from a generator is not as smooth or regulated as utility power. In
this case, a modified trigger board can be supplied that has an input voltage filter that does not remove all of the
voltage spikes. This allows the trigger board to follow the input voltage wave shape and determine the proper
gating of the output SCR’s. If the modified trigger board is not used on a generator application, then the customer
is running the risk of nuisance tripping, and or damage to the SCR’s.

REV. ‘E’ Trigger Board Operation:
Prior to the Rev. ‘E’ trigger board, a different modified trigger board was required to provide reliable LCSSS
operation with generator power. It was determined a single trigger board (Rev. “E”) could be configured for
generator power or utility power, instead of requiring a different modified trigger board.

Early versions of the Rev. ‘E’ trigger board required that capacitor C7 be removed to configure the trigger board
for generator power. These Rev ‘E’ boards will have capacitor C7 standing up on the boards, with enough of its
component leads exposed to be able to clip the leads with a diagonal cutter (refer to Figure 1).

Figure 1 Figure 2

On later versions of the Rev ‘E’ trigger board, a jumper JP1 was added to configure the trigger board for
generator power. If the LCSSS is intended to be used with a generator, then the JP1 jumper should be cut
(refer to Figure 2).

DO NOT cut any components from earlier Rev. trigger boards in an attempt to create a trigger board that will
function on generator power. Removing components from earlier Rev. boards will only damage the board.
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REV. ‘F’ Trigger Board Operation:
Although the Rev. ‘E’ trigger board was an improvement over earlier designs, changes in generator output
regulation caused nuisance faults. The input voltage filter circuit was too slow to accurately track changes in the
output frequency from the generator. This problem appeared during chiller start-up as an Out-Of Lock fault.

Changes on the Rev. “F” trigger board to the input voltage filter circuit have greatly reduced the occurrence of the
Out-Of-Lock faults when using generator power. The new input voltage filter circuit accurately tracks changes in
the output frequency from the generator.

During the development of the Rev. “F’ trigger board it was determined that the new input voltage filter circuit is
compatible with generator power and utility power. Since the new filter is compatible with both types of input
power, generator power configuration in not required. The JP1 jumper is no longer supplied on the Rev. ‘F’
trigger board.
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Supersedes: 160.46-OM3.1 (SB9 & SB11)

Subject:  Liquid Cooled Starter Nuisance 1/2 Phase trips

BACKGROUND

The style ‘A’ solid-state starter logic board has been revised many times over the years to add new features. In 
1991 the board was revised to a ‘D’ level and the 1/2 phase detection circuitry was added. The circuit works 
well at detection 1/2 phase, but a few site specifi c conditions can cause the circuit to falsely detect a 1/2 phase.

DETAILS

Locate your copy of 160.46-OM3.1 (SB9 & SB11), and then replace it with this literature supplement!

When troubleshooting a half-phase trip, it is fi rst necessary to determine if the situation is a real event caused by a 
starter malfunction, or a false trip caused by electrical abnormalities.  We have been seeing an increasing number 
of false trips lately, so we suggest you rule-out the typical false trip conditions fi rst.  The three known causes of 
false trips are:

1) High Line Voltage, greater than 500VAC on a 460VAC nominal system, for example. More than 10% above 
nominal.

2) Large Variable Speed Drives on same power distribution, or many smaller drives in combination. Most VSD’s 
create voltage distortion, which distorts our chillers motor’s waveform.

3) Signifi cant Current Imbalance, greater than 15% from highest leg to the lowest leg.  Look at the Control Panel’s 
display just prior to tripping.  Note: the highest and lowest values, subtract to get the difference, and divide this 
number by the value of the lowest leg.  If the answer is .15 or more, current imbalance is likely the cause.  A 
1.5% voltage imbalance will create a 15% or greater current imbalance.  The exact amount of current imbal-
ance varies with motor load (%FLA), and increases as the motor unloads.

If tripping is caused by one of these conditions, it would be best to correct the problem at the source, i.e. change 
transformer taps to lower voltage, put fi lters on VSD’s, or balance out single phase loads to bring voltage balance 
to within 1%.  If this is not possible, you may have no choice but to eliminate the 1/2 phase circuit.  On older 
rev. ‘D’ through rev. ‘F’ boards, you will need to solder a wire jumper as shown on Fig. 1.  On (Rev G) and 
newer starter logic boards, there is a jumper wire, JP1, located approximately 1.5 inch below the large 
black heatsink in the upper right corner.  Cut this jumper to disable the 1/2 phase circuit. 

If none of the three above conditions exist, you likely have a real problem in the LCSSS, and should troubleshoot 
the starter.  The 1/2 phase indicator is intended to signify that one of the six SCR’s is not fi ring.  Most common 
problem areas are the trigger board, connections from the 3-wye to the trigger, and connections from the trigger to 
the SCR’s. 
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SERVICE BULLETIN
File with Form:  160.46-OM3.1 (SB10)  

File In ________SJ4___________ Manual(s)

696Supersedes: None

SUBJECT: LIQUID COOLED STARTER NUISANCE HI-TEMP TRIPS
**IMPROVED MODIFICATION**

Form:  160.46-OM3.1 (SB12)  

The modifi cation described below will be more effective than that described in bulletin 160.46-OM3.1 (SB10), 
however this circuit change requires that you solder directly to the back of the logic circuit board.

We have recently seen a trend where chillers will occasionally trip and lock-out on high temperature (>100 
°C) during inrush current. In these cases it is also know that the chiller has not been running previously, 
and the coolant loop is not abnormally warm. This situation is due to electrical noise been coupled into 
the control wires going to the logic board.

We can correct this by adding a capacitor which is soldered to the rear of the circuit board. The capacitor 
is the same device described in the earlier bulletin, SB10. You can purchase this capacitor at Radio Shack 
or any electronics supply house. The value is 470 μf, at 35 VDC or greater. (R/S part 272-1018).

To install this capacitor, you will need a low-wattage soldering iron and rosin core solder. Locate the exist-
ing capacitor C22 on the logic board, approximately one inch above the “Start” pot. The new capacitor is 
to be connected C22 , on the back side of the board.

Turn the board over and fi nd the two leads from capacitor C22 on the back side of the board. One of these 
connects to a long, straight circuit conductor which is also tied to C23, C24 and C25. You will connect 
the positive lead of the new capacitor to the other side of C22, opposite the long, straight conductor. The 
negative side of the new capacitor connects to one of the pins on the large, wide ground conductor which 
runs along the bottom edge of the board. (see diagram, attached)

Use a pocket knife to scrape the humiseal coating from the two points to which you are going to solder. 
Do not overheat the board and do not use too much solder. We suggest you cut the capacitor leads to 
length fi rst, bend the ends into a tiny circle, place the formed circle down over the post to which you are 
going to solder, and heat the capacitor leads only. Do not apply heat directly to the circuit board conduc-
tors. Allow the solder to fl ow onto the capacitor lead and then to fl ow together with the solder on the board 
to form a bond. Use as little solder as possible. See attached diagram for additional description of this 
modifi cation.
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